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We compute the ground-state phase diagram of the three-band Hubbard model in various published
parametrizations using density matrix embedding theory. We study the atomic-scale nature of the antifer-
romagnetic (AF) and superconducting (SC) orders, explicitly including the oxygen degrees of freedom. In the
case of the AF order, as expected, the local magnetic moment localizes entirely at the copper sites and decays
with doping, while in the SC phase we observe a local px(y) [or dxz(yz)]-symmetry modulation of the pair density
on the Cu-O bonds within the larger scale dx2−y2 -wave SC pairing order between Cu-Cu and O-O. While all
parametrizations of themodel display AF and SC phases, the decay of AF order with doping is too slow compared
to the experimental phase diagram, and further, coexistence of AF and SC orders occurs in all parameter sets.
Our work highlights the importance of the oxygen degrees of freedom in the study of atomic-scale SC orders, as
well as the necessity of re-evaluating current parametrizations of the three-band Hubbard model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The three-band Hubbard model, also known as the Emery
model [1], is generally believed to contain the essential physics
of the high Tc cuprates that arises from the interplay between
the copper dx2−y2 and oxygen px(y) orbitals in the CuO2 layers.
Given the complexity of the model, commonly, the three-band
model is further simplified and several simpler low-energy
Hamiltonians have been proposed, such as the one-band Hub-
bard model [2, 3], t-J model [3, 4], and two-band model [5].
The first two are effective one-band models and are equivalent
in the strong-coupling limit. In particular, the 2D one-band
Hubbard model has been extensively investigated using vari-
ous numerical approaches (see Ref. [6, 7] and the references
therein). Much of the physics seen in highTc materials, e.g. d-
wave pairing, density waves, the pseudogap phase and stripe
order, has been observed in studies of the simple one-band
Hubbard within certain ranges of parameters [7].

However, despite the progress in understanding the one-
band Hubbard model and its variants, there are still important
reasons to go beyond the one-band picture to study the original
three-band model directly. For instance, (a) some important
physics may be lost in the reduction to the one-band approx-
imation (such as a role for the oxygen degrees of freedom in
the pseudogap phase [8]), (b) near-degeneracies of competing
states seen in the one-band case [7]may in fact be resolvedwith
the additional degrees of freedom of the three-bandmodel, and
(c) the three-band model retains the atomic structure of the
CuO2-layer, and thus has a direct link to the structure of real
materials aswell as experimentalmeasurements of orders at the
atomic scale. Previously, the three-band Hubbard model has
been investigated with several numerical methods, including
direct simulations of finite lattices [by exact diagonalization
(ED) [9–12], quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [13–19], density
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matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [18, 20–22], and the
random phase approximation [23–25]] and via Green’s func-
tion based embedding theories [such as dynamical mean-field
theory (DMFT) and its cluster extensions [26–31], and the
variational cluster approximation (VCA) [32, 33]]. However,
due to the complexity of the model, unlike in the one-band
case, a consensus on the physics is far from reached.
Over the past few years, density matrix embedding theory

(DMET) [34] has emerged as a powerful cluster embedding
method. The basic idea of DMET is similar to that of (cellu-
lar) DMFT in the sense that they both map an infinite lattice to
an impurity model with an environment that can be described
by bath degrees of freedom, and the impurity model is self-
consistently improved bymatching physical quantities between
a single-particle lattice solution and the correlated cluster (im-
purity) calculation. Technically, however, DMET has a differ-
ent structure to Green’s function based embedding methods,
and is formulated without frequency dependence and with a
finite set of bath orbitals (bounded by the number of impurity
orbitals). The lack of frequency-dependent quantities means
that DMET calculations can utilize efficient ground-state im-
purity solvers that can typically treat larger clusters than can be
addressed by solvers that target the impurity Green’s function.
DMET has been applied to a wide range of fermionic lattice
models [7, 34–38], ab initio chemical Hamiltonians [39–
44], and non-fermionic systems [45, 46], as well as excited
states [47, 48] and time-dependent problems [49]. For a de-
tailed review of DMET, we refer to Ref. [40]. In earlier
work, DMET successfully provided an accurate description of
the ground-state orders of the one-band Hubbard model [36],
including in the difficult underdoped region [7]. In this work,
we therefore investigate the three-band Hubbard model using
DMET to provide a detailed description of the ground-state
phases and orders as a function of doping, with the range of
parametrizations of the model that are commonly discussed in
the literature.
The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows.

In Sec. II, we first present the three-band model parameters
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used in this work, and then briefly discuss the computational
procedure of DMET, providing some important details for im-
proving the robustness of the DMET algorithm. In Sec. IV, we
first discuss the convergence of the DMET algorithm, followed
by results for the undopedmodel. We then present a systematic
investigation of the dopedmodels, including characterizing the
various local orders across the copper and oxygen atoms, as
a function of the different literature parametrizations of the
model. Sec. V summarizes the main findings of this work.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Model parametrization
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FIG. 1. An illustration of the three-band Hubbard model: (a) the
symmetric cluster used in the DMET calculations, where the orange
and red atoms denote copper and oxygen respectively; (b) definition
of the model parameters and the phase convention.

As a minimal atomic model of the CuO2 layer in cuprates,
the three-band model describes the on-site and nearest-
neighbor interactions among the Cu dx2−y2 and O px , py
orbitals [see Fig. 1(a)]. In the hole representation, the Hamil-
tonian reads,

H = tpd
∑
σ 〈i j 〉

(
d†iσpjσ + h.c.

)
+ tpp

∑
σ 〈j j′〉

(
p†jσpj′σ + h.c.

)
− ∆pd

∑
σi

nd
iσ +Ud

∑
i

nd
iαnd

iβ +Up

∑
j

np
jαnp

jβ

+ Vpd

∑
σσ′ 〈i j 〉

nd
iσnp

jσ′,

(1)

where 〈· · ·〉 denotes nearest neighbors, d(†)iσ and p(†)jσ destroy
(create) a hole with spinσ on the Cu d and O p orbitals respec-
tively, nd

iσ and np
jσ are the corresponding hole particle-number

operators, and the charge transfer gap ∆pd is defined as the or-
bital energy difference, εp − εd . Similarly to in the one-band
Hubbard model, the hopping term and on-site Coulomb re-
pulsion will be denoted t and U, and the Coulomb interaction
between nearest-neighbor p, d orbitals will be denoted Vpd .
Note that the hopping term involves a phase factor (±1) intro-

duced by the choice of orbital orientation in the basis as shown
in Fig. 1(b).
There has been much work to determine the parameters of

the three-band model; however, a consensus set does not exist
[28, 50–53]. There has been particular debate about the size
of the charge transfer gap ∆pd [28, 54].

TABLE I. Parameters of the three-band Hubbard model used in this
work, in units of eV. The parameters correspond to the hole represen-
tation.

Model tpd ∆pd Ud tpp Up Vpd

Hybertsena 1.3 3.6 10.5
Martinb 1.8 5.4 16.5
Hankec 1.5 4.5 12.0
Hanke fullc 1.5 4.5 12.0 0.75 5.25 0.75

a from Ref. [50].
b from Ref. [52].
c from Ref. [33].

In this work, we consider four sets of model parameters,
see Table I. Note that all parameter sets are given in eV, thus
all energies in this work are reported in units of eV unless
otherwise specified. The first three sets include only the most
essential terms, i.e. tpd , Ud and ∆pd , thus we refer to them as
minimal parametrizations. When normalized to units of tpd ,
the other parameters vary within a range of 10%. The fourth
set involves all terms in Eq. (1). We refer to this as a full
parametrization.

B. Computational methods

Framework. DMET approximates the expectation values in
the interacting lattice by those in a quantum impurity model.
The impurity model is solved simultaneously with a fictitious
non-interacting lattice problem, whose ground state defines
the bath sites of the impurity model via a Schmidt decompo-
sition [34, 55]. Self-consistency is achieved by matching the
one-particle density matrix of the impurity model and non-
interacting lattice ground states via a correlation potential u
applied to the non-interacting lattice. The basic steps of the
DMET self-consistency loop are thus (a) compute the ground
state of the non-interacting lattice Hamiltonian with corre-
lation potential u, (b) construct the bath sites and impurity
model Hamiltonian, (c) solve for the ground state of the impu-
rity model, and (d) match the one-particle density matrices of
the lattice Hamiltonian and impurity model to update u. The
cycle ends when the correlation potential u is converged.
In this work, we are interested in both magnetic and su-

perconducting phases. Consequently, the correlation potential
takes the form

u =
∑
i jσ

vσi j a
†
iσajσ +

∑
i j

∆
αβ
i j a†iαa†jβ + h.c., (2)

where optimizing over vσ and ∆αβ in the self-consistency pro-
cedure allows for formation of spin polarized and singlet super-
conducting pairing order in the lattice and impurity problems.
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The non-interacting lattice Hamiltonian is then of Bogoliubov-
de Gennes form [56]. The corresponding ground-state solu-
tion is a mean-field Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) wave-
function, and a set of bath orbitals that describes the environ-
ment can be constructed from the corresponding generalized
density matrix. The detailed formulae for bath construction
and integral transformation for the BCS mean-field can be
found in Refs. [36, 57], and have been implemented in libD-
MET [58].

Impurity and lattice. We used a 2 × 2 impurity cluster [33]
which retains the inversion and 4-fold rotation symmetry of the
lattice [see Fig 1(a)]. We embedded the cluster in a 20×20 unit-
cell (40 × 40 sites) lattice. We performed DMET calculations
for dopings between 0.0 and 0.6. Unless otherwise specified,
we initialized u with an antiferromagnetic guess and a random
pairing potential.

Impurity Hamiltonian and solver. The impurity model
Hamiltonian was constructed using the non-interacting DMET
bath formalism [34, 36], and the ground state was determined
using a density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) solver
[59, 60], allowing for particle number symmetry breaking and
spin polarization [36]. During the DMET self-consistent
cycle we used a maximum bond dimension M = 800. Sub-
sequent bond dimension convergence checks were performed
using (up to) M = 2000. To minimize entanglement and
ensure a small bond dimension M in the ground state, we ro-
tated the impurity Hamiltonian into a basis of split-localized
molecular orbitals (MOs) from the self-consistent Hartree-
Fock-Bogoliubovmethod, where the occupied and virtualMOs
were computed using the PySCF package [61], and the occu-
pied and virtual spaces were subsequently localized separately
using the Edmiston-Ruedenberg procedure that maximizes the
Coulomb energy of each orbital [62, 63]. The standard ge-
netic algorithm implemented in the Block program [63–66]
was used to order the orbitals for the DMRG calculation. The
tolerance of the DMRG sweep energy was set to 10−6.

DMET self-consistency. We carried out DMET self-
consistency using the full impurity-bath fitting [36, 40], where
the cost functionmeasures the least-squares difference between
the correlated one-particle density matrix γcorr and the non-
interacting lattice density matrix projected to the full impurity
problem γmf ,

w(u) =
imp+bath∑

kl

[
γmf
kl (u) − γ

corr
kl

]2
. (3)

We minimized w using a conjugate gradient (CG) minimizer
with line search. Since the gap of the non-interacting lattice
model is often small (in the case of doped systems) a finite
inverse temperature β = 1000 tpd was used to define the non-
interacting density matrix to ensure smooth convergence (see
Appendix for further discussion and expressions for the ana-
lytic gradient of the cost function at finite temperature). We
matched the particle number on the impurity sites and on the
lattice exactly by separately fitting the chemical potential using
quadratic interpolation [57]. We employed direct inversion in
the iterative subspace (DIIS) [67, 68] to accelerate the overall
DMET convergence, using the difference of u between two ad-

jacent iterations as the error vector. We chose the convergence
threshold to be 10−4 in the correlation potential u (per site),
which we observed to translate to an energy convergence per
site of better than 10−4.

Order parameters. To characterize the doping dependence
of the ground-state, we define the average AF and d-wave SC
order parameters. As usual, the AF order parameter is chosen
as the staggered magnetization,

mAF =
1
4

∑
i∈Cu

ηAF
i md

i , (4)

where md
i is the local magnetic moment on a Cu-d orbital,

1
2

(
nd
iα − nd

iβ

)
, and the ηAF is the local structure factor,

ηAF
i =

{
+ 1, if nd

iα > nd
iβ,

− 1, if nd
iα < nd

iβ .
(5)

The SC order parameter here is evaluated as the average of the
Cu-Cu and O-O d-wave pairing components,

mSC =
1
4

∑
〈ii′〉

1
√

2
ηSC
ii′

(〈
diαdi′β

〉
+

〈
di′αdiβ

〉)
+

1
4

∑
〈〈j j′〉〉

1
√

2
ηSC
j j′

(〈
pjαpj′β

〉
+

〈
pj′αpjβ

〉)
,

(6)

where 〈· · ·〉 limits the summation such that only the pairing
between nearest Cu-d orbitals is taken into account, and sim-
ilarly 〈〈· · ·〉〉 involves only the next-nearest coupling between
O-p orbitals. The factor 1

4 scales the result to one unit cell.
The d-wave superconducting structure factor ηSC is defined as,

ηSC
ii′ =

{
+ 1, if Ri − Ri′ = ±ex,
− 1, if Ri − Ri′ = ±ey .

(7)

III. NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE

We first assess the accuracy and convergence of the DMET
procedure in the three-band model calculations. The error in
the DMET calculations arises from three possible sources: (a)
DMET self-consistency error (from incomplete convergence),
(b) DMRG solver error due to the finite bond dimension, and
(c) error from the finite size of the impurity. The finite size er-
ror (c) can, in principle, be eliminated by increasing the cluster
size and extrapolating to the thermodynamic limit (TDL), as
performed in the one-band Hubbard model case [36]. In this
work, we use a fixed 2 × 2 cluster size due to the increased
computational cost of the three-band model, thus we cannot
assess the finite-size error. However, the error due to (a) and
(b) can be estimated in our framework, which we now discuss.
Fig. 2 shows the overall convergence of DMET with re-

spect to the number of DMET self-consistent iterations. We
observe qualitatively different convergence in the normal and
superconducting parts of the DMET phase diagram. To il-
lustrate this, we plot the DMET energy, AF, and (d-wave) SC
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FIG. 2. DMET energy (in units of tpd) and order parameters of the
Hybertsen minimal parametrized three-band model, with respect to
the number of iterations, at doping x = 0.0 (left) and x = 0.2 (right).

order parameter for theHybertsenmodel at different dopings x.
(These order parameters are defined precisely in Sec. IVB).
We first discuss the undoped system. Here we see that the
DMET cycle converges smoothly within 7 iterations. For the
DMET energy, a single DMET step is enough to converge to
∼ 10−4, demonstrating the utility of single-shot DMET calcu-
lations in normal (and especially non-magnetic) states. The
order parameters (density matrices) are more strongly affected
by self-consistency. We find that the AF order increases dur-
ing the iterations, while the SC order is suppressed, giving a
pure antiferromagnetic state at convergence. We next consider
x = 0.2 doping. Here, the self-consistency cycle converges
more slowly, requiring about 20 DMET iterations to reach con-
vergence. The total energy as well as AF order converges at
around the 10th iteration, while the SC order oscillates until
the 20th iteration. This in part reflects the influence of the
initial guess: the AF guess [vσ in Eq. (2)] is quite close to
the converged potential, while the SC guess [∆αβ in Eq. (2)]
is initialized randomly and thus needs more iterations to con-
verge. If we were to restrict the DMET optimization to only
pairing potentials with d-wave symmetry (as is commonly
done in most cluster DMFT [69] or VCA calculations [33]),
the convergence would be much faster. However, the more
general form of the correlation potential in DMET allows for
the possibility of other pairing channels and orders to emerge,
as we will see in the discussion below. The remaining DMET
self-consistency error can be estimated from the difference be-
tween the expectation values (e.g. DMET energy) of the last
two iterations [36], e.g. δE = 1

2 |E(n − 1) − E(n)|. Consistent
with our chosen convergence criterion, the typical size of the
DMET self-consistency error in the undoped region is less than
10−5 (for both the energy and order parameters), and less than
10−4 (for the energy) and ∼ 10−3 (for the order parameters) in
the doped region.

The error from the DMRG solver can be estimated using
standard techniques based on the discarded weight in the
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FIG. 3. DMET energy (in units of tpd) and order parameters of the
Hybertsen minimal parametrized three-band model, with respect to
the discarded weight δ of the DMRG solver, at doping x = 0.0 (left)
and x = 0.2 (right). The values are linearly extrapolated to the limit
where δ = 0.0 (dash line). The error shown is the standard deviation
of linear regression.

DMRG calculation [63, 70, 71] and can be further reduced
by extrapolation. The error in the impurity observables (used
to evaluate the DMET energy and order parameters) is linear
in the (sufficiently small) discarded weight δ and hence can
be extrapolated to the exact result (δ = 0) [71]. The conver-
gence with bond dimension M for fixed correlation potential
u is shown in Fig. 3. We find that the discarded weight
in the normal state (undoped model) is extremely small and
usually less than 10−8, thus extrapolation is unnecessary. In
fact, calculations can be carried out using a bond dimension
as small as M = 100 without any significant error. On the
other hand, when the system becomes superconducting, the
discarded weight also increases, e.g. to 3 × 10−5 at M = 800,
indicating that the system ismore entangled. In such situations,
extrapolation has a significant effect on the DMET expectation
values. Compared to the extrapolated values, at M = 800 the
error in the energy (per site) and order parameters is about
10−3.

In summary, from the above analysis, we find that theDMET
calculations can be smoothly converged, with minimal error
from either the self-consistency or from the solver. We now
proceed to discussing the physical results.

IV. THE THREE-BAND PHASE DIAGRAM

A. Undoped state

We present the order parameters for the undoped state from
DMET and from reference calculations and experimental mea-
surements in Table II. As expected, the d orbitals are roughly
half-filled and the p orbitals are doubly occupied, with some
charge transfer between the two due to hybridization. Notably,
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TABLE II. Charge, spin distribution (magnetic moments) and energy
gap of the undoped three-band Hubbard model and reference data.
Note that the experimental gaps reported are all optical gaps.

Model ρCu ρO mCu mO Eg [eV]
Hybertsen 1.238 1.881 0.363 0.000 2.5
Martin 1.219 1.891 0.375 0.001 4.4
Hanke 1.220 1.890 0.373 0.000 3.9
Hanke full 1.358 1.821 0.279 0.002 2.2
Others 1.23a 1.89a 0.29b, 0.31c 2.25b,
Cuprate 0.3 ± 0.025d 1.5-2.0e, 1.5-1.7f

a DMRG result from Ref. [22], using a similar model to Hanke full (with a
differentUp = 4.5,Vpd = 1.5 andVpp = 1.125).

b VCA result from Ref. [32], using basically the same model as Hanke full
(with a differentUp = 4.5).

c VCA result from Ref. [33], using the same model as Hanke full.
d Experimental result for La2CuO4, from Ref. [72].
e Experimental result for La2CuO4, from Ref. [73–75].
f Experimental result for YBa2Cu3O6, from Ref. [74, 76].

in the full parametrization, the Cu site is more strongly occu-
pied by electrons, due to the inclusion of the Up term which
introduces an energy penalty for double occupancy on the O
site. Unlike on the O site, the spin density on the Cu site is po-
larized, with a strong local magnetic moment, comparable to
the experimental value 0.3±0.025 (0.6±0.05 µB) [72], as well
as the theoretical results of 0.29 [32] and 0.31 [32] from VCA.
In addition, the magnetic moment in the full parametrization
is reduced, because the increase in electron density on the
copper dilutes the polarized spin, while the additional holes
on oxygen reduce the super-exchange antiferromagnetic cou-
pling. We note that the local magnetic moment in the minimal
models appears to be slightly too large, while that of the full
model more closely matches experiment.

As a simple estimate of the single-particle gap, we also com-
puted the energy gap of the converged DMET non-interacting
lattice Hamiltonian (DMET NI gap), i.e. Eg = εCBM − εVBM,
where C(V)BM denotes conduction (valence) band minimum
(maximum). Note that although the charge and spin densi-
ties in the different parametrizations are generally similar, the
DMET NI gap varies significantly, from 2.2 to 4.4 eV. The
Hybertsen and Hanke parameter sets were derived from cal-
culations on La2CuO4 (LCO), where the optical energy gap is
variously reported as lying in the range 1.5 to 2.0 eV [73–75]
(Note that the optical gap is generally smaller than the funda-
mental gap). The estimated DMET NI gap of 2.5 eV and 2.2
eV for the Hybertsen and Hanke full parameter set respectively
are thus in reasonable agreement with the experimental gap.
However, the minimal Hanke parametrization seriously over-
estimates the gap. The Martin parameter set, obtained from
calculations on finite-sized Cu-O clusters, are all systemati-
cally larger than in the other sets, and thus give the largest
DMET NI gap. However, since the ratio of parameters in the
Martin model remains similar to other parametrizations (and
thus give rise to similar charge and spin distributions) this sug-
gests that all energy parameters in the Martin model should
simply be simultaneously rescaled downwards.

In Fig. 4(a), we plot the electronic band structure and

projected density of states (PDOS) from the DMET non-
interacting lattice Hamiltonian, as converged for the fully
parametrized Hanke model. The CBM is mainly of Cu d
character (upper Hubbard band), while the VBM shows mixed
character with slightly more O-p. The mixed orbital charac-
ter of the valence bands around the Fermi level is consistent
with the Zhang-Rice singlet (ZRS) hypothesis [4], in which
hybridization between oxygen and copper orbitals induces su-
perexchange that leads to singlets of O and Cu holes. Also, we
find that the weight of Cu-d is greater at the Γ point, while that
of O-p is larger at the M point, consistent with model analysis
of the ZRS state [77] and results from VCA [32]. These ob-
servations indicate that the undoped three-band model ground
state is a charge transfer insulator, with mainly a p-d type en-
ergy gap (see also Ref. [78] for experimental evidence of the
charge-transfer nature of the band gap). We find significant
d-p hybridization across the whole energy window, even for
“core” oxygen bands. This illustrates the challenges in find-
ing a simple downfolding of the 3-band model to the 1-band
model.
Finally, to show the effect of correlations introduced by

DMET on the spectrum, we also plot the band structure from
a self-consistent Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation in Fig. 4(b).
In the HF mean-field description, the band gap (∼ 3 eV) is
much larger than in DMET, and the d-p hybridization is much
weaker, resulting in a VBMwith dominant oxygen p character.
Overall, the band structure from the DMET lattice mean-field
shows greater hybridization and a more reasonable band gap
value as a result of electron correlations.

B. Doped states

More interesting ground states, including those with super-
conducting order, appear under doping. Although our calcu-
lations are all at zero temperature, we can loosely identify an
observed large order parameter to a large transition tempera-
ture in the phase diagram, thus allowing for an experimental
consistency check on our observed results. In Fig. 5, we plot
the AF and d-wave SC order parameters as a function of hole
doping. In the fully parametrized model, we show two differ-
ent solutions of the DMET self-consistency, labelled solution
1 (obtained starting from a strongly spin polarized AF guess)
and solution 2 (obtained starting from a weakly polarized AF
guess).
For all parameter sets, we observe that the AF order param-

eter decreases as doping increases, consistent with the general
behavior of the cuprate phase diagram [78]. However, for
the minimal models, the AF order persists even up to large
dopings (e.g. ∼ 0.15 at x = 0.3). In principle, this unphys-
ical behavior could originate either from the remaining finite
size error in the DMET calculation, or from the unphysical
nature of the parametrization. From our earlier work on the
1-band Hubbard model [36], we observe that DMET calcula-
tions using a 2 × 2 impurity (e.g. in the range U/t = 6 − 8)
do indeed show an overpolarization of the spin (see Fig. 1
of the Supplemental Material [79]). However, the AF order
nonetheless vanishes at dopings larger than 0.25, more rapidly
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FIG. 5. Antiferromagnetic and d-wave superconducting order parameter of the hole-doped three-band Hubbard model. The model settings
are from Hybertsen, Martin, Hanke minimal and Hanke full parameter sets (from left to right). Note that in the “Hanke full” case, we find two
possible solutions between x = 0.2 and x = 0.4, marked as solution “1” (from a strongly polarized AF guess) and “2” (from a weakly polarized
AF guess) in the figure.

than what we observe in the minimal parametrized three-band
model. Also, the full parametrization of the 3-bandmodel also
predicts a more realistic trend for the AF order at large doping.
Taken together, this suggests that the persistent AF order we
observe under doping is likely due to the oversimplified min-
imal model parameters. We note that although the AF order
in the full model does decrease to zero in the observed doping
range, it vanishes between x = 0.2 and 0.3. This is beyond the
experimental boundary for the pure AF phase (x < 0.1), but
close to the boundary of the pseudogap region [80, 81].

From Fig. 5, we see that the d-wave superconducting or-
der (coexisting with antiferromagnetism) appears in the phase

diagram of all parameter sets. In the minimal models, the
d-wave pairing reaches a maximum at around x = 0.15−0.20.
Due to the overestimation of AF order discussed above, the
minimal models show coexistence of AF + SC order for all the
studied dopings. However, in the full parametrization, the two
coexist in the range 0.1 to 0.4 (for solution 1), and 0.1 to 0.3
(for solution 2), with d-wave order reaching a maximum near
x ∼ 0.30 − 0.35, somewhat larger than seen in experiments
(∼ 0.15 - 0.2) [72]. Solutions 1 and 2 coincide for x < 0.2
and x > 0.4 but are distinct in between, reflecting the known
competition between orders at intermediate doping [81]; so-
lution 2 is slightly lower in energy and displays significantly
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stronger superconducting order. Note that it is also possible
to converge a paramagnetic SC solution (by constraining the
correlation potential i.e. vα = vβ and ∆ = ∆†). In this case,
the SC order is already evident at x = 0.1, since the AF order
is artificially suppressed. However, the energy of this param-
agnetic state is much higher than the AF + SC states we have
discussed, and is unstable if one releases the constraints on the
potential. We thus believe the coexistence of AF and SC order
to be a true feature of the 3-band model ground state, as has
also been observed in VCA studies [32, 33].

Beyond the bulk order parameters, the 3-band model and
the explicit inclusion of both copper and oxygen atoms into the
DMET impurity cluster allows for the possibility of studying
the magnetic and superconducting order at the atomic scale.
The explicit charge, spin, and pairing orders are shown in Fig.
6. We only present representative results from the Hanke full
model at x = 0.0 and x = 0.3 (solution 2) doping, since re-
sults from other parametrizations and dopings are qualitatively
similar. (further plots are presented in the Supplemental Ma-
terial [79]). Comparing Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we see that on
doping the holes mainly occupy the oxygen sites and the hole
density on copper only increases slightly. Combined with the
fact that doped electrons mainly reside on Cu (not shown) this
reflects the particle-hole asymmetry of the three-band model
[22, 81]. With respect to pairing order, we see dx2−y2 -wave
symmetry clearly between neighboring Cu sites (i.e. it trans-
forms according to the B-representation of the C4 group and
the sign of the pairing changes on rotating by 90◦), see Fig.
6(b). The Cu-Cu pairing order is the largest pairing order be-
tween the atoms. From Fig. 6(c), we also see d-wave order
between the next-nearest O p orbitals. Although the magni-
tude is slightly smaller than that of the Cu-Cu pairing, it still
contributes almost ∼ 50% of the bulk d-wave order in Eq. (6).
Finally, we consider the pairing order between Cu-O and the
nearest O-O atoms, see Fig. 6(d). We see that the coupling
between the nearest O-O atoms has s-wave symmetry but is
quite weak, related to the incompatible orbital orientations.
On the other hand, we find the pairing between Cu-O to be
relatively strong (in all parameter sets). The local symmetry
of Cu-O coupling has px(y)-wave [or dxy(yz)-wave] symme-
try (the pattern transforms according to the E-representation
of the C4 group), which to our knowledge has not previously
been reported. This points to the possibility of microscopic
inhomogeneities on the atomic scale.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have applied densitymatrix embedding the-
ory to characterize the ground-states of the three-band Hub-
bard model in four parametrizations. Our error estimates
show that the DMET solutions can be numerically tightly
converged. We have calculated the charge, local magnetic
moments, projected energy bands and density of states of the
undoped three-bandmodel, which support a charge-transfer in-
sulating character at zero doping. We also studied the doping
dependence of the ground-state (phase diagram) of the model
paying particular attention to the local antiferromagnetic (AF)

and superconducting (SC) orders. All four parameter sets find
a decrease in AF order upon doping and a SC dome. The
minimal models all predict coexistence of AF + SC orders,
while the full model finds a region of either AF + SC coex-
istence or a pure SC order depending on the self-consistent
solution. Comparison to experimental data and earlier theo-
retical studies suggests that the minimal parametrized models
overestimate the AF order and lead to poorer energy gaps, rela-
tive to the full parametrizations, which also include oxygen and
oxygen-copper Coulomb repulsion, and oxygen-oxygen hop-
ping. These additional terms of the full parametrization thus
appear important for quantitative accuracy in the three-band
model. There remain some quantitative differences, however,
between the observed doping dependence of the AF and SC
orders in the full parametrization and that of real materials, and
more work is required to understand whether such differences
arise from the numerical approximations of cluster size or the
model parameters themselves. In the SC region, we observe
strong d-wave pairing between Cu-Cu and the next-nearest O-
O, weak extended s-wave coupling between the nearest O-O
atoms, and p- (or dxz, dyz)-like symmetry pairing between Cu-
O. The latter order illustrates the detailed physics that emerges
at atomic length-scales in the three-bandmodel, and the poten-
tial for newandmore complicated phases to emerge. Exploring
such questions will be the subject of future work.
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Appendix: Analytic gradients of cost function Eq. (3) at finite
temperature

Once the gradients of Eq. (3) are obtained, we can utilize
efficient gradient-based numerical methods, such as CG or
the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm, to
optimize the correlation potential. By differentiating Eq. (3)
with respect to ui j we have,

∂w

∂ui j
= 2

∑
kl

(
γmf − γcorr

)
kl

∂γmf
kl

∂ui j
, (A.1)

and thus the key component of Eq. (A.1) is to evaluate the
response of the mean-field density matrix with respect to a
perturbation, ∂γmf

kl
/∂ui j . The response at zero temperature

has been expressed in terms of orbital coefficients and energies
in Ref. [40, 57] using first order perturbation theory,

∂γmf
kl

∂ui j
=

occ∑
p

virt∑
q

CkpC∗
lq

CiqC∗jp − CkqC∗
lp

C∗iqCjp

εp − εq
, (A.2)

where we have assumed the system is gapped. However, when
the system becomes (nearly) gapless, this expression diverges.
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(a) x = 0.0 (b) x = 0.3, Cu-Cu (c) x = 0.3, next-nearest O-O (d) x = 0.3, Cu-O, nearest O-O

FIG. 6. Charge, spin and pairing distributions of the three-band Hubbard model. We use yellow and red circles for Cu and O respectively. The
area of the circle reflects the corresponding local hole density, the length of the arrow denotes the magnitude of the local magnetic moment,
the width of the ribbon is proportional to the pairing strength and different colors of the ribbon denote different signs of coupling. The results
are calculated based on the fully parametrized model at x = 0.0 [(a)] and x = 0.3 doping [solution 2, (b) - (d)]. (b) shows the pairing strength
between Cu and Cu; (c) shows the pairing strength between the next nearest neighbor O; (d) illustrates the coupling of both the nearest Cu-O,
and the nearest O-O.

In such cases, the divergent gradient causes the optimization
to fail, and this is a source of many convergence difficulties in
DMET.

One strategy to solve this issue is to introduce a finite tem-
perature smearing, similar to what is used in mean-field cal-
culations of metals. With an inverse temperature β and a
perturbation δu, the Fermi-Dirac density matrix is defined as,

γkl =
[
1 + eβ(h−µ+δu)

]−1

kl
, (A.3)

where µ is the Fermi level for the (quasi-)particles. Note that
the chemical potential term here represents the Fermi level of
the Bogoliubov quasiparticles. The response of γ with respect
to the correlation potential u then involves two terms,

dγkl[u, µ(u)]
dui j

=
∂γkl
∂ui j

����
µ

+
∂γkl
∂µ

∂µ

∂ui j
, (A.4)

where the first term is the direct response of the density at a
fixed Fermi level, while the second term reflects the contribu-
tion of the implicit change in the Fermi level due to the change
in potential. The final expression for the first term in Eq. (A.4)
is,

∂γkl
∂ui j

=
∑
pq

CkpC∗ipKpqCjqC∗lq, (A.5)

where

Kpq ≡ np

(
1 − nq

) 1 − eβ(εp−εq )

εp − εq
. (A.6)

It is easy to check that Kpq is always finite when εp = εq .
One can also let β go to infinity and choose p / q to label
occupied / virtual orbitals; the gradient then gives the correct
zero temperature limit in Eq. (A.2) (up to a symmetrization).
The final expressions for the second term in Eq. (A.4) are,

∂γkl
∂µ
=

∑
p

βCkpnp(1 − np)C∗lp,

∂µ

∂ui j
=

[∑
p

np(1 − np)C∗ipCjp

]
/
[∑

p

np(1 − np)
]
.

(A.7)

Usually this contribution is very small at low temperatures,
compared to the direct response in Eq. (A.5). However,
this contribution will be important in a real finite temperature
simulation, e.g. in Ref. [48].
We summarize the derivation of Eq. (A.5) - (A.7) in the

Supplemental Material [79].
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